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Abstract
The trajectory of the Ulysses spacecraft caused its geocentric declination to
exceed 60° South for over two months during the Fall of 1994, permitting
continuous tracking from a single site. During this time, spacecraft operations constraints allowed only Doppler tracking data to be collected, and imposed a high radial acceleration uncertainty on the orbit determination process.
The unusual aspects of this situation have motivated a re-examination of the
Hamilton-Melbourne results, which have been used before to estimate the information content of Doppler tracking for trajectories closer to the ecliptic.
l-he addition of an acceleration term to this equation is found to significantly
increase the declination uncertainty for symmetric passes. In addition, a simple
means is described to transform the symmetric results when the tracking pass
is non-symmetric. The analytical results are then compared against numerical
studies of this tracking geometry and found to be in good agreement for the
angular uncertainties. The results of this analysis are applicable to the Near
Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR) mission and to any other missions with
high declination trajectories, as well as to missions using short tracking passes
and/or one-way Doppler data.

Introduction
‘J’he Ulysses mission is a cooperative project of NASA and the European Space Agency (HA) to send
a spacecraft cquip])cxl to measure ctlarged and neutral particles, magnetic fields, elect r~rnagnetic waves,
and ultraviolet and X-ray emissions over the polar rwgions of the Sun. Following a Jupiter gravity assist,
the Ulysses spacecraft reached South heliographic latitudes ill excess of 70 degrees for 132 days starting in
June, 1994. Following this time tlic spacecraft was continuously in view froln the Canberra complex of the
NASA/J 1’1, Deep Space Network (I)SN) from early October to mid- Decmnhcr, and ontsiclc of these dates
the spacecraft was still in nearly continuous view for some tiloe.
has typically becm tracked for ten hours per day, with twc-way I)oppler and range observations
being macle simultaneously with telemetry rcceptioli, the Sun-spacecraft- ]arth geometry during the South
solar pass caused the predicted return of solar-induced rrutation to the spin-stabilized spacecraft to occur.
‘J’hc method used to control nutatio]i utilized active, unbalanced attitude thruster firings, commanded by the
spacecraft in response to conscan measurements of the uplink radio signal. As a result, the Ulysses spacecraft
required a continuous, undisturbed uplink during nutation control operations, which extended from August,
1994 through January, 1995. Although the I)SN colnplexes did not have a continuous view throughout this
time, an uplink signal and telemetry acquisition for spacecraft monitoring were provided througl) the use of
the FXA tracking station at Kourou, F’rench Guiana. The same situation arises again during the North solar
pass, with nutation operations running from late March to octobcr, 1995.
While lJlysses

While the nutatiorl control approach used by Ulysses per]nitted twmway cohercmt I)oppler clata to be collected
continuously during I)SN passes, tllc ranging tones generated by I)SN stations cause enough modulation of
the uplink to result irl spurious attitude control pulses, Consequently, no ranging data was collected during
nutation operations. in aclcli~ion, the unbalanced nature of the thruster firings meant that Ilp to two c.m/sec
of clclta-V was imparted to the spacecraft per day in the (Iirectio)l toward the Earth. These events were
clearly visible in the Doppler clata, which has a sensitivity cjf 0.1 mn~/sec under ideal conclitions. 11’bile the
average effect of these events was modelled, based on the average ang{l]ar rate of the F;arth as seen from
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the spacecraft, the thruster firings did not occur in an evenly spaced mallller. In addition, even if every
individual thruster firing could be detected in the tracking or telemetry data (which was not the case),
the number of thruster events in a typical three-month data arc was two orders of magnitude more than
could bc estimated as discrete events using the JPI, orbit determirlation software. Corwcquent]y, thruster
firing cvcnts ofmorcthau 1 mm/see (representing three to four pulses) were dealt with discretely, and the
rest of the activity was approximated using the continuous model, and estirllated as a series of independent
accelerations lasting three hours, with an a priori uncertainty of 10’-10 km/sec2.
‘lTbe trajectory rcconstructiou rccluirernent for Ulysses is 1000 km ( 1 a), whic}i would be c]ifflcnlt to meet in
the ecliptic under these conditions. However, the high declination of the trajectory would be expected to
provide a highly accurate estimate of the geocentric angular position of the spacecraft. The brwis for this
expectation is the work done by I1arnilton and Melbourne in Reference 1. IIased 0][ these results, a one-day
pass at typical declination and range values for Ulysses would have an expected plane-of-sky uncertainty
of about 47 km (or about 140 nanoradians (urad)), as will be shown in detail later. \Vllilc this is a highly
accurate result, the effect of adding acceleration uncertainty would be expected to increase the plane-of-sky
uncertainty. l’hc exact arnourrt of the irlcreme is not imn]ediately obvious, and so t}~e motivation of much
of the following analysis is to derive the effect of acceleration uncertainty on the information content of a
pass of l)oppler data. It shou]cl be mentioned that although the Doppler tracking does not directly measure
the Earth-spacccrafL range, which must also be known to meet the rcconstructiorl requirement, the relative
motion of the lartb and the spacecraft over a typical hundred-day data arc is generally s~lfflcicnt to determine
the geocentric range to witbin an order of magnitude or better of tl]e plane-of-sky position uncertainty.

Analysis
‘l’he full derivation of the data eqllation for a Dopj)ler observation of a distarlt spacecraft is given in Reference
1, and also revisited with minor corrections by Muc]lcrshocn in Reference 2, so orlly the final result before
linearization about the nominal right asccxlsion will be given here. lt should be nc)tcd, however, that none of
the approximations made to reach this result required that the spacecraft declination be small, so this result
is as valid for Ulysses as for any spacecraft in the ecliptic, wit}l the only restrictiorl }jcing that the geocentric
range be large compared to the radius of the Earth. The topocent ric velocity of a distant spacecraft, ~, is
given by

(1)
where

~= I)oppler observable
;. = spacecraft’s geocentric range-rate
u= Eart h‘s rot ation rate
r3 = distance from tracking station to F;artb’s s])ir] axis
6= spacecraft’s declination
0= tracking station’s right ascension

00 = spacecraft’s right ascensio)]
It can allnost be proven by inspection that this is the right form, in consideration of tllc characteristic lengths
and the periodicity of the motions involved. Equation (1) can be linearized about an a priori relative right
ascension, which can then be expressed as a function of time, by re-defining (0 – O.) as w(t — to), sue}] that
the spacecraft is at the station Iorlgitude when i = O. Since Wto is small, we have

(2)
where

b = wr, cos 6
c = –Utowr, Cos b
As an aside, it should be noted that, representing I)o],p]er data in this form is not, unique to navigation
at JI’1,. For instance, radio science processing of I)opI~ler data has been dc)ne using equation (2) and the
first-order expansion of equation (2) in time, as clescribed in Reference 3. Tile resulting “six-parameter fit”
is fairly efllcient in removing all of the dynamics present in a pass of Doppler data for gravity wave detection
purposes.
l;quation (2) can be extended to handle the effect of a constal[t radial acceleraiic)n by adding a term gt,
where q is tllc acceleration magnitude in the geocentric direction.

(3)

~~a+bsinwt -tccoswt-t qt

The epoch at which the acceleration term does not contribute to the velocity is in the middle of the data arc.
Any other placement of the epoch causes a correlation between tllc radial velocity alld the radial acceleration,
which adds rrndcsirable complexity to the problem.
Defore proceeding to talic partials of ~ with respect to the four parameters, it is worth noting that b a n d
c may be replaced by new parameters b’ and c’ such that wt’ = wt + 4 is t,]lc Iicw argument of the si~lc
and cosine in equation (3). “l’he angle @ then becomes the rigl)t ascension of the spacecraft relative to the
tracking station when t’ = O. This allows tracking passes that are not symmetric about culmination to be
rwprcsentcd by a simp]c rotation of the estimate covariance, which is much sink plcr algchraically than carrying
a non-symmetric start and stop time for a tracking pass i,brougllout the derivation. If q is redefined with an
epoch in tile inidd]e of the non-symmetric pass, and a is redefined as r“ in the center of the non-symmetric
pass, then no further changes of variables are necessary. Conse{lrrently, t he cc]varianc.e for a sy1nrnc4 ric p~ss
will be obtained Lrefore any further considerations of asymmetry.
The partial derivatives Inatrix }1 of ~ with respect, to o, b, c, a~ld g for a series of measurements at times t:
is

(4)

f] =

Using standard weighted least-squares fortnu]ation, t,tle covariance P is

p z, (NH)-l U?P

(5)

where u; is the variance of l)opp]er observaticms. The information array A(:: 11~’11) is
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If the summation limits arc symmetric with respect to the tilne origin (~vllicll is the time tile spacecraft is
at culmination) then all the odd functions will vanish, ]t, is useful to introdllce the fo]lowirlg c]cfirritions:

@ =: half-pass ]engt}l in radians
S = sampling interval (60 SCC)
N = number of points less 1
2$
=: -——_
.9U
It should be noted that in J]’], navigation software the assumed accuracy of Doppler data is always referenced
to a 60-seconds sample interval, rna,king 60 seconds a convenient c}loice for S. The integral approximations
of the summatio]]s in equation (6) can be expressed as

l’erfor~ning Lhe integrals of the i]] formation array and replacing N with 2@/(Sw), the following result is
obtained:
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Note that I/w shows up in the last column and row of A each ti]ne there is a factor of
include w.

(8)
)
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that, does not

Ilefore inverting the inforlnation array, it is worth noting that the acceleration uncertainty often has some
a priori information associated with it. Ifgapa 1s‘ the a priori uncertainty in the acceleration, t,hcn t,}le last
term of A is

A(4, 4) = (2+3) /(3Sw3) + Q:’

(9)

with

where up appears due to the way the covariance will be defined. Typical values for r-Jqa P are 10-12 km/sec2,
although for Ulysses the value is 2 orders c)f magnit, rrcle larger, as rrientioned above. Assulning a typical (if
conservative) ~nca.srrrcmcnt uncertainty of 1 rnm/scc over a 60-secolld count tilrlc, the ratio Q2 varies from
10s to 1012 for values of aqnp bctwccn 10-10 and 10-12 lin-r/scc2, which brackets the values of the first term of
A(4, 4). Conscquent,ly onc may cxl)ect two sets of solutions depcndirlg of the value cjf Uqa,, with the solution
for small a~op being equivalent to the original lIamilton-Melbourne result }vith no acceleration term at all.
For the some choices of Q, the result will depend equally on the both sets of solut ions, but for most values
one set will prevail.
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‘1’he task of inverting A to get the covariauce is made much easier by c)bserviug that A is really just two
two-by-two matrices, as can be seen by reordering the parameters such that tile state vector is (a c 6 q). T h e
inverse can thcu bc obtained by inverting the two small matrices separately, givi[lg the result

1
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(13)

(14)

(15)

Equations 10-12 are identical (after some minor algebra) to colnparablc equations in licfs. 1 and 2. ‘l’he
complete indcpenclcnce of the uncertainty of a and c from the effects of adding an accelcrat ion term is striking,
although in retrospect it can be explained due to the c~rthogonality of tile evcll furlctious ] and cos wt with
the odd functions sin wt and t. Equations 13-15 show tl]c two fa][~ilies of solutions depending on the value of
2
Q. ‘1’he valucof Sw3 is 2.33x 10-11 see- 2, which requires Q to bt: on the order of 1012 SCC2 (corresponding to
2
~lr. p = 10 12 kn~/scc2) to dominate these equations. When Q is sufYicicntly large, rr~ approaches the form
found in Rcfs 1 and 2, which is always smaller than o:. Thus t}le effect of adding significant acceleration
uncertainty to a symmetric pass is to change the identity of the best-deternliucd angular parameter from b
to c, ‘1’his effect can be clearly seen in l’igure 1, which plots tile estimate uncertainty for each parameter
(including b with and without an acceleration uncertainty) as a function of the pass half-width r/J.
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IJifyrc 1: l’aralnf!ter sigmas vs. pass llalf-widtll # (ill dcgrccs)
‘1’hc two ]]on-zero correlation coc~lcicnts are suggested by tlte close proximity of a to c and tJ to q/w in I’igure
1. ‘1’he equations for tllc correliition codlcients are
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(16)

(17)

assuming Q2SW3 is small relative tcj other terms. As noted in Ref. 1, — 1.0 < paC < —0.9 for pass lengths
of 12 hours or less. IIowcvcr, trackitlg for 24 hours completely removes this correlation. On the other hand,
–1.0 < pb~ < --0.9 for pass ]engt}ls of u]) to 2(I hours, and pbq = –0.78 for a 24-hour passs. This seems
reasonable in consideration of the expa~(sions of (1 — cos t) and (t -- sin t) about zero, whose first non-zero
terms arc i2/2 and t3/6 respectively. If the geocentric angular velocity and acr.elcration of the a spacecraft
was small enough that a 36 hour pass could be analyzed with these equations, f~b~ would })e —0.1 1, but this
is unlikely ever to bc the case in practice. The values of pbg and pa, are plotted ill I’i,gure 2.
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F i g u r e 2 : Corrclnticm cocfficicmts vs. ~mss h a l f - w i d t h # (ill dcgrwcs)
At this point it is useful to give the relatiomhip bctwccn a, b, and c and i, a, and 6. At the time of Ref. 1,
station location errors were a significant, concern, but in tllc rnoder)i era, Very l,orlg llasc]ine lnterfcrometry
(VI,DI) measurements have reduced these errors to 10 cm or less la, which largely remove their eflcct from
estimates of the geocentric angular ])osition of a spacecraft. ot}~er}vise, the stat ic]rl loligitllric errors increase
the right ascension uncertainty, and T, errors incrcasc both right ascensior] and declination uncertainty. It
can be easily shown that

(18)
2
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(19)
(20)
(21)

by making use of t,hc fact that wtO is snlall (for l;quation (20)). Ttle usual navigat ion concern has been with
declinations at or near zero, w]!ich causes a singularity ill at for this approximation, although higher-order

tcrins and data arcs extending into regions of higher declination usually mitigate this effect in practice. A
sirni]ar si]lgularity would seem to exist at 6 = 90° for a, but t}]is can be rcsol~ml by noting that, tl~e geocentric
angular direction pmpendicular to fi can be expressed an = o cos 6, so

(22)

again nlaking use of the fact that do
c go to zero and cannot be separated.

is small. l’here is still a I,roblern at exactly 6 = 90° because both b and
l[owever, this situatiorj is much less sever-c and more easily avoided
than the problem that arises at zero decliriatiorr.

‘1’he uncertainty predictions of t}lcse analytical results can now be evaluated usi~lg the UlyssCs trajectory to
produce l)igh- and low-declination exarnplcs, which will later bc checked against, purely numerical results.
On November 12, 1994, the declination of Ulysses was -75°, ancl the distance from the Earth was 330 million
kll~. Neglecting tllc eflects of acceleration uncertainty for the moment, and assuming a 24-hour pass (typical
passes at the same station were over 6 days long), the following values arc obtained:
or = 0.0264 mrn/s(c
ub D 0.0373 n~lm/S c
Ud z 102 rirad
UC == 0.0373 mm/see
no z 380 l]rad
Ua” = 98 nracl
‘1’]le results above usc 5205 km ?LS a typical value of r, for DSN stations. in terms of absoiute position, the
uncertainty is 32.4 km and 33.6 km in tile direction of right a.w ension and declination, rcspectivcly, for an
overall plane-of-sky position uncertainty of 46.7 km. If acceleration uncertainty with no a priori is included,
tllc declination uncertainty increases to 163 nrad, or 53.6 km, for a total plan(’-of-sky position uncertainty
of 62.6 km. ‘1’hrrs for very long passes at high dcclinat ions the effect of acldillg accelcrat ion uncertainty is
not scvcrc.
In contrast,, a 12 hour ~)ass without acc.c]cration uncertainty for a spacecraf[ with a declination of 10° would
produce angular unccrtaint,ics of 324 nrad and 800 nrad for right ascension and declination, respectivc]y.
‘1’lle large increase in tllc declination uncertainty is n}c,stly due to t}]e (1/ sin 6) term, as otherwise the
declination uncertainty would bc Icss than the rig]lt ascension un{ crtainty, due to the fact that UC > ~b w}len
no acceleration is estimated. If acceleration uncertainty is includcdj the declination uncertainty increases to
6660 nracl, due to the ]arge increase in ub. The addition of acceleration ur)certaitlty thcrcforc almost destroys
any inforltlation about declination for s])acecraft at fairly low declinations.
A S mentioned earlier, the case of tracking passes that are not symmetric about, ~lle time of the spacecraft
culmination may be handled by a rotation of the symmetric rcslllts. If @ is the oflset of the center of the
pass from the culmination point, then

()(
c’
b{

=

Cos #l
sin $

-sin#
Cos 4

)()
c
b

(23)

where b’ and c’ are the paranlcters b and c rotated by ~. ‘1’hc rotatio[l in.atrix ill equation (23) can be
cxtcndcd to bc a full mapping rnaf rix M, where

.

1
0
0
0
0 cos~ -sirl@ O
cm q’1 o
0 sin ~

(24)
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Then tlIc covariance }“ of (a c’ b’ q) is given by

l;quation (25) could bc used to tailor the symmetry of tile pass to obtain a better measurement of one
angular direction at tllc expense of the other. IIowever, tile usefulness of these equations in the past would
have been limited, because typical tracking passes for spacecraft ill the ecliptic were over eight hours long
anyway, and introducing asymmetry in the pass would }Iave meant shortening the total tracking time, which
is guaranteed to produce poorer results. in addition, the difflcult~ in measuring low values of declination
means that a sylnnmtric pass is generally the most dmiral)le geometry in SUC}) ca<rs.
‘l’his limitation does not apply to spacecraft at high declinations <Jr to trackil,g scllcdulcs that have short
pass lengt]is for programmatic reasc]ns. In addition to Ulysses, an example of tl,e first case would be NEAR
after the I;art}l flyby, when the spacecraft is continuously in view for three months (longer than was the case
for Ulysses) from the I)SN com])lcx at Canberra. Following the firs( 30 days after the flyby, NF;AR requires
only three 8-hour passes/week for telemetry purposes, as described in Reference 4. \Vllile N14;AR navigation
requires even fewer passes, Doppler data is expected from all telemetry passes, and so tile 3 passes per week
could be distributed to provide tile same amount of information about both angular components. This can be
accomplished by orienting the midpoints of the passes 6 hours (90° ) apart, I1owevrr, information about one
component of the geocentric direct ion is often more import ant to rlavigatiorr performance than information
about the other component, which could lead to all the tracking I)eing corlcelltrated at one geometry. In
tllc case of short pass lengths, such as tJIc sparse four-hour passes typically pro])oscd for Discovery missions
during their cruise phases, tile uncertainty in right ascension exceecls the urlccrtainty in declination for
declinations over 8°. ‘Ibis might warrant specifying non-symmetric passes if rig}lt ascension information is
important to tllc Inission navigatic)rL.
While Ulysses is fairly urliquc in having a large acceleration uncertainty, such scenarios are possihlc on other
spacecraft in contingency modes (which is actually the case for [I]ysses as well). W}~en the acceleration
uncertainty exceccls about 10-11 li[ll/sec 2 , the declination uncertai[lty is maxi~nized for a symmetric pass, so
fixecl-lcngtb tracking passes could be oriented in a non-symmetrical way to mitigate this effect. IIcrwever, for
spacecraft in tllc ecliptic,, it is lilnit,ed }IOW much can be accomplished by this st,ratcgy, due to the half-day
viewpcriocls and the additional uncertainty of media effects at low c]cvations, whic]l degrade non-symmetric
passes more than symmetric ones.
Another application of these equations is the use of one-way I)oppler as a r,teasurclllent, which is dependent
on the stability of the spacecraft oscillator. (Two-way ])oppler is also dependent on the stability of the
reference oscillator at tllc tracking statiorl, but the required stability is much more easily achieved on the
ground than on a spacecraft). A parameter estimating a frequency rate c,n a spacecraft oscillator has the
same form as an acceleration parameter, so j could be substituted for q tltroughout these equations. As a
frequency bias jb is also typically present, m: = a;+ u;,, which ]irnits tile knowledge of geocentric range-rate
to the a priori uncertainty of the frequency bias or a frequency bias cstitnate ol)tairlcd over a several-rnont,h

data arc.
Unfortunately, it must be noted t,llat the estimation tcch]lique used for Ulysses o]mrations, ~vbich involved
eight independent acce]cratiorls per day, ]Ias not been successfully dealt with analytically. IIowcver, work

will c.ollt,illuc in this area, because it, should not require all inordinate arnourlt of effort to develop this theory,
especially with the existence of the results already presented here.

Numerical Results
‘J’hc nutl]erica] results presented here were obtained using the JI’1, Orbit I)cterlnination Program, which
includes both single-batch and batch-scqucntia] ]rmst-squares modes. Ilotb simulated and real tracking data
with time spans ranging from 12 hours to two months were used to obtain tile estimate covariances and orbit
solutions discussed here.
]n order to test the accuracy and relevance of the analytical results presented so far, the c.xamp]es given
above were simulated using the rcconst, ructcd Ulysses trajectory. On h’ovelnber 12, 1994, which at –75° is
CIOSC to the ltiaximun] declination encountered in the sollthern pass, a total of 144 l)oppler points with a 600
seconcl sample time were sirnu]atcd over 24 hours centcrcd on spacecraft culmination. only the geocentric
angular position and range-rate were estimated to keep the filter from trying to estimate parameters that are
only very poorly determined from one day of tracking, and no acceleration term was initially included. The
resulting plane-of-sky uncertainty in the declination and right a.~cension directic]ns was 54.0 km and 32.8 km,
respectively. ‘1’he right ascension uncertainty is almost exactly the same as the theoretical result presented
earlier, wllilc the declination result is 6(I per cent hig}ler. When a single radial acceleration is included with
an a priori uncertainty of 1 O– 10 km/scc2 the results are 54.7 km and 33.2 k[n, which is very close to the
predicted values, and the acceleration uncertainty was reduced to 1.1 x 10--12 ktn/scc2, which is actually 35
pm cent stnallcr than tllc predicted value. In each case, the radial velocity uncertainty was 5 mm/see, which
is about, 200 times larger than the prediction. in both of these cases the r~lln-lerically -corrlp~lted correlation
between the radial velocity and the right ascension is aimost one, while the analytical correlation is zero.
Whi]c this explains the larger radial velocity at one level, it is not clear why the correlation does not behave as
predicted. I;ort,urrately, the angular uncertainties are of j)rinlary interest, and the radial velocity uncertainty
is still nluch better determined than any other velocity cornponerrt.
‘lhc low declination c~se was examined using a ]2 hour I,ass centered arollnd culmination of the reconstructed
Ulysses trajectory on Dcccrnber 10, 1992. In the absence of acceleration uncertainty, tl~e plane-of-sky uncertainty in the declination and right ascension directions was 947 nrad and 363 nrad, respectively, which is
about 15 j)cr cent higher than predicted above. IIowcvcr, when acce]cration was estimated, the plane-of-sky
uncertainties were 6640 nrad and 446 nrad, respectively, and the acceleration uncertainty was 2.45 x 10-11
knl/scc 2 . ‘1’he dcc]itlation uncertainty is almost exactly as predicted, but the right ascension and acceleration
unccrtaility arc about 40 per celit IIig}lcr. ‘J’he radial velocity uncertait)ty varies from 16 mm/see without
acceleration uncertainty, which is about 200 times larger than l,redicted, to 108 trln~/sec with acceleration
uncertainty. In contrast to the results above, the numcrica]ly-co] nputed corrc]atio~l between declination and
radial velocity is allnost —1 for both these cases, and the correlation between radial velocity and right ascension is about –().6. T1)c declination and acce]erai,ion are Iligtl]y correlated, as expected, so the radial velocity
uncertainty increases with the declination uncertainty w]len accc]cration is added to the filter. Jlowcvcr, the
reason for the high correlation between declination and radial velocity is not explained, nor is the difference
between the radial velocity correlations for these two examples. ]t may Iw that the direction and magnitude
of the angular rate of the spacecraft, and/or the radial acceleration of the spacecraft, play a greater role than
cxpcctcd. Fortunately, the angular uncertainties behave as expected for both of these cases, so the analytic
resu]ts can still be used as an approximation of the angular information content of a pass of I)opplcr data.
The actual strategy used by Ulysses was evaluated using the })ig}l declination case (6 = –75° ) by adding eight
accelerations, each active over a three hour period and with an a priori uncertainty of 10 –]0 km/sec 2, which
resulted in plane-of-sky uncertainties c)f 531 km and 535 km for the declination and right ascension directions,
and a radial velocity uncertainty of 83 mm/see. ‘J’his roughly corresponds to tllc result of combining eight
4-hour passes, so it appears t}lat w]lilc there is some collt,inllity of angular inforlnation between acceleration
intervals, the acceleration uncertainty at this leve} is enough to almost separate the estimates.
The result of extending one day data arcs to sixty to a hundred days is highly dcl)cnderlt on the trajectory of
the spacecraft being tracked. ‘1’lle U]ysscs trajectory is inclined almost 80° to tile ecliptic, and the spacecraft
velocity during the Sout]lcrn pass is high due to its proximity to perihelion, which occurred in March, 1995.
All of this contributes to a significant geometry change over any time sI,arl of two months or more during

the Southern pass, which helps to determine all of the colnponmrts of the spacecraft state by mapping the
observable quantities at, onc time into non-observable quarltities at different epoch.
‘1’hcsc long-arc effects are demonstrated on a time span extending one month on either side of November
12, 1994. During this time the spacecraft declination varied be,tw(en –63° and - 75°, and the spacecraft
was c.olltinuous]y in view from the Canberra complex of the l)SN. A total of 7790 usal)]e Doppler points at
10 minute intervals were obtained during this time. There were seven attitude thruster events big enough
to warrant separate treatment as impulsive delta-Vs as well. The estimated parameters included spacecraft
state, solar pressure coefficient, one component of each impulsive maneuver, and a radial acceleration for each
three-hour interval. Tbc effects of the follc)wiug consider ])arameters were also included: station locations,
Earth ephemeris, and media calibrations. ‘J’be filter parameters and Ulysses operational orbit determination
techniques arc described in much more detail in Reference 5, and will not be repeated here.
Solutions were obtained in this manner for a nomi]lal a priori acc<lcratioll uncertainty of 10 -10 km/sec2,
which was used operationally, and an alternate smaller a priori uncertainty of 10-11 kln/scc2. In both cases
the smoothed covariancc was mapped to the plane-of-the sky in the midpoint of the data arc. The nominal
case produced an uncertainty of 74 km and 71 km in the declination and right aw.msion directions, and a
range and range-rate uncertainty c)f only 42 kln arid 11 mm/see. Since t}lc geocc~ltric range at this time
is close to the heliocentric range, the primary effect determining the geocentric range is the heliocentric
period of the spacecraft. Every parameter that can be compared with the similar one-day case above shows
eight-fold improvement, which attests to the strength of tile Earth-Sun-spacecraft geometry in determining
the ortrit based on such relatively poor one-day results.
While t}le nominal case had no consider parameters that made an appreciable cliflerence in the reslllts, the
alternate cam was strongly afi’ected by the day-time component c)f tl]e ionosphere, llefore any non-estimated
paralnetcrs were considered, the plane-of-sky uncertainties were 9 km in each cor[lpolient, while the range
and range-rate uncertainties were 38 km and 1.4 nlnl/see, rcspcctivc]y. After consider effects are applied, the
plane-of-sky uncertainties were 19 km each, the range was unchanged, and the range-rate uncertainty was 2.5
mm/see. q’llesc results show that the large a priori radial acceleration uncertainty increases t}lc plane-of-sky
uncertainty within tile data arc, even though the radial uncertainty, based orL tile nlcasuremcnts over the
entire data arc, is unchanged. It should also be noted that the Doppler data do not fit well at all for the
alternate case, whereas the nominal case easily produces ])ost-fit residual rms values of 0.13 mnl/see, well
below the 1 mm/see data weight. The nominal case also demonstrates that operational LJlysses solutions
had no dificulty meeting the 1000 km reconstruction reqllirement when data arcs of two to three months
were used.

Conclusions
‘] ’he lJlysscs orbit deter] nination experience provided the irnpctus to rc-exarnine the information content of
a single l)ass of I)oppler clata. lktendirrg previous derivations to 24-hour passes ancl Iligh declinations was
found to be possible without difllculty, and a radial acceleration tcrrll was added, ‘1’l]c acceleration term was
found to significantly degrade declination estimates for synlrnetric passes. A simple means was developed to
rotate the results of a symmetric pass to any other tracking geometry, W’hilt tile agreement of the analytical
results with numerical results leaves something to bc desired in radial velocity, tllc analytical results are a
useful predictor of angular and acceleration accuracy. The long-arc results show that the relative motion of
the Earth and the spacecraft in their orbits around the Sun produces a much better result than could be
obtained from a short-arc estimate.
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